EXPERT OF THE YEAR
SHORTLIST ENTRY SUMMARIES

Andrew Hagger, Moneycomms.co.uk
Andrew is an experienced and respected personal finance commentator who always has his finger on
the pulse whether it’s credit cards, overdrafts, savings or anything personal finance related.
His research and analysis skills set him apart from his peers and his original snappy quotes make him
a frequent 'go to' for many journalists.
James Jones, Experian
James is the most quoted UK expert on credit ratings. He leads Experian’s education team and is
passionate about demystifying credit scoring for consumers. James’s energy, helpful attitude and
enthusiastic approach have helped him build excellent relationships with the media and he’s become
the authority on credit reporting for journalists.
Malcolm McLean, Barnett Waddingham
Malcolm McLean is an active commentator on pension issues in both the national and trade media. He
also broadcasts regularly on both radio and TV. As a former CEO of The Pensions Advisory Service, he
has a fully justified reputation as one of the country’s leading experts on pensions across the board.
Rachael Griffin, Quilter
Tax is one of the most complex areas of financial planning and personal finance. By being able to
quickly analyse and comment on these issues, Rachael is able to provide colour and insight into
changes or complicated rules. This includes email commentary, being readily available by phone and
thought leadership.
Russ Mould, AJ Bell
Russ is one of the most respected and widely quoted investment spokespeople in the industry. With a
background as an equity analyst, fund manager and journalist he has a unique blend of stock market
expertise and insight into what journalists need.
Sean McCann, NFU Mutual
A chartered financial planner, Sean provides insightful comment on a range of issues including
inheritance tax, child benefit, pensions, capital gains tax, trusts, the marriage allowance, probate, and
investments. He’s featured in a broad range of press in 2019, from quality broadsheets to popular
tabloids, helping demystify complex topics in a bid to save readers thousands of pounds.

